
 
INTIMATE CELEBRATIONS 

 
Nestled among the Arabian Peninsula’s highest mountain range – the Al Hajar Mountains – 
neighbouring the UAE and Oman border, JA Hatta Fort Hotel is the perfect destination for 
intimate celebrations, with scenic surroundings and untouched natural elements that serve as 
the backdrop for guests’ special occasions.  
 
The remote nature of the mountain resort promises a sense of privacy that is often expected 
with intimate celebrations. Set in 80 acres of land, with lush green gardens and rustic horizon 
views, JA Hatta Fort Hotel is uniquely designed to cater for a variety of events – both indoor and 
outdoor – bringing all the charm of a destination experience with the comfort of a world-class 
brand.  
 
The hotel combines fresh mountain air with its on-site facilities, including an outdoor space that 
can host up to 2,000 people, for bespoke events that are underpinned by an atmosphere of 
rest, relaxation, and refreshment. JA Hatta Fort Hotel’s commitment to guest satisfaction – 
combined with the brand’s personal, homegrown brand structure – creates an event model 
that enables the property to respond to requests and host tailor-made celebrations that are 
unique to guests’ individual requirements and preferences.  
 
The resort’s sprawling lawn, known as Palm Tree Garden, is a signature location for intimately 
sized weddings and ceremonies held on the property. Custom-made arches, rustic wooden 
benches, and panoramic views of the Al Hajar Mountain Range and the hotel’s chalet-style 
residences come together to create a picturesque setting to frame guests’ “I Do’s”. JA Hatta 
Fort Hotel has hosted a multitude of weddings in this space, with unique themes, alternative 
colour schemes, and varying party sizes. Perhaps most special is the hotel’s practice of sending 
its resident animals on a daily wander, tailored to create a perfectly timed snapshot of deer 
galloping on the grass as the celebrated couple says their vows.  
 
The mountain getaway’s rocky landscape, earthy interior design, and local charm are in sharp 
contrast to the glitz and glamour of Dubai, making it the ideal retreat for a personal and 
authentic celebratory experience.  Daytime events – whether weddings, corporate retreats, 
team building activities, or conferences – can be extended into the evenings with a host of 
extraordinary outdoor experiences, all available on-site. JA Hatta Fort Hotel creates custom 
itineraries for its guests’ events, including the likes of barbecuing in the mountains, roasting 
marshmallows around the campfire, and enjoying an outdoor movie night under the Arabian 
starlit sky.  
 



 
Perfectly sized with 79 accommodation units, the hotel is often booked out entirely, seeing 
private parties or companies claiming the property for the duration of their event. With a wide 
variety of activities to engage in – both on-site and in the surrounding community – the hotel 
provides a playground that promises non-stop excitement and entertainment. JA Hatta Fort 
Hotel’s ability to adapt and cater to individual needs continues to set it apart as a destination 
that consistently delivers soulful service and heartfelt hospitality, brought to life in the way that 
it celebrates its guests.  
 
 


